This 1970s bungalow in Bountiful, Utah lacked sufficient bedrooms and flow for the needs of the family of four that resides there. This was remedied by opening up the space, adding a steep roof pitch, and updating the finishes of the 2,400 square foot two-story home. With two new bedrooms, one more bathroom, and a soft English country design focus, the space now feels bright, modern, and comfortable.
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This new build floor plan provided space for a kitchen and walk-in pantry, dining room, laundry room, mudroom, and powder bath. It required detailed space planning and millwork design to attract prospective buyers. This was achieved with thoughtful cabinet plans and timeless finishes. With top of the line appliances and a traditional design focus, the space now feels warm and current.
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Changes in the workforce due to covid restrictions prompted the church to request alternatives for the future of hybrid work and solutions for better meeting employees needs on the seventh floor of their existing 28 story office building. The new hoteling workspaces, convertible meeting rooms, and soundproof individual spaces are the focus of the new design.
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This 1990s ranch style kitchen in San Antonio, Texas lacked sufficient flow for the needs of the couple that reside there. This was remedied by opening up the space, removing two angular kitchen islands, and updating the finishes of the surrounding millwork. With a new rectangular island, new appliances, and a warm modern ranch design focus, the space now feels inviting, modern, and cozy.
This Cruise Ship Kid’s Club design incorporated the necessary elements to entertain and fill the needs of the young children that will occupy the space. This was achieved by including a children’s restroom, physical activity features, dining area, and gaming stations in the 1,250 square foot one-story space. With a two-story pirate ship, interactive LED treasure map and ocean life floor, the children’s space now feels bright, tropical, and fun.
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This pop-up Florence Knoll Furniture Exhibit is located in Salt Lake City, Utah. The showroom design utilizes natural materials and neutral woods to emphasize the iconic Knoll Furniture forms and materials. The marble slab partition walls and natural oak platforms create a backdrop for the historical pieces and provide vantage points around the floor to showcase the surrounding city and mountain views.
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